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ON CONVERGENCE OF ITERATIONS FOR FIXED 
POINTS OF REPULSIVE TYPE 

BY 

RAO S. KONERU and B. S. LALLIO 

1. Introduction. This paper deals with the convergence of iterations of the 
equation 

(1.1) u = <}>{u) 

with u0 e Rn, both as a root and a point of repulsion. Here u and <f> are real «-vectors 
and <f> is continuously differentiate with respect to u. By taking u° as an initial 
approximation to u0 in a neighbourhood of u0 we define the sequence of iterates 
{wfc+1}by 

(1.10 uk+1 = #/*% fc= 1,2,3,.... 

For the sake of convenience we shall, sometimes, call the equation (1.1) an iteration. 
Ostrowski [2, p. 156] gave a criterion for divergence of an iteration for a fixed 

point of repulsive type but gave no criterion for convergence. He contended that 
sometimes an iteration which does not satisfy the divergence criterion may con
verge. He gave an example in support of his contention (see [2, p. 165]). We will 
give two criteria, first for convergence and the second for divergence, of an itera
tion. The iteration in the example given by Ostrowski satisfies the conditions of our 
first criterion. Thus our results sharpen, in some sense, the results of Ostrowski. 

2. Some preliminary results. Let x=u—u0. Then (1.1) is reduced to 

(2.1) x = Ax+f(x), 

where x and / are «-vectors and A is the constant n x n matrix (d(f>ldu)\u=Uo. It is 
assumed that <f> is such that in a neighbourhood of x=09 \f\<m \x\2 for some 
m>0, where the norm, \x\, of x=(xly x2 , . . . , xn) is defined by \x\ — V^f=1 xf. 

Let Al5 A2,..., An be the eigenvalues of A and 

\XX\< |A2|<...<|Afc| < 1 < |Afc + 1 | < - . . < |An|. 

There exists a real nonsingular matrix P (see [1, p. 340]) such that PAP~1 = B where 

(Dx 0 0...0 
0 D2 0...0 

(2.2) B = 

VO Dm 
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the Dj are real square matrices and the other elements of B are zero. Each D3 is 
either of the form 

fXj 0 0 . . . 0 
y Ay 0 . . . 0 

(2.3) | 0 y A ; , . .0 

^0 0 0 y Xj/ 

where y may be taken as any nonnegative number, or else D ; is of the form 

'S, 
yE2 

0 

0 

Sj 

yE2 

0 . 
0 . 
S,. 

. .0 

. .0 

. .0 (2.4) 

\0 0 0yE2Sjl 

where 

s, /«> -PA 

and E2 is the unit 2 x 2 matrix. The matrix (2.3) may contain a single row and 
column. It is associated, of course, with the eigenvalue Ay, while (2.4) is associated 
with the conjugate eigenvalues aô ± fa. Assume that we can write B=^B1

JtB2, where 

^ i = I * * I an(* ^ 2 = 1 ^ I with all the k eigenvalues of the k x k matrix T having 
\0 0/ \0 W) 

moduli less than unity and n—k eigenvalues of Whave moduli greater than unity. 
It can easily be seen that each diagonal element of B*B2 is either zero or is a real 
number greater than unity, and all the other elements are either zero or contain y 
as a factor. Here * denotes the conjugate transpose. 

Writing y=Px and Pf(P~1y)=g(y) we get from (2.1) 

(2.5) y = By+g(y). 

We let y=yi+y2 where the first k components of yx are the same as those of y 
and the last n — k components zero. Similarly we let g = g i + g 2 . Then (2.5) can be 
written as 

(2.6) y1 = B1y1+g1(y1+y2), 

together with 

(2.7) y2 = ^2^2+^2(^1+^2) . 

The function 

Kyi, y 2) = ( ^ 2 - £ , n ) j 2 + g ( j i + > ? 2 ) 

is such that h(0, 0) = 0 and det (dh/dy2) ( = det (B2-En))^0 at j = 0, where En is 
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the nxn identity matrix. Therefore by the implicit function theorem (see [3, 
p. 147]) there exists a A>dimensional neighbourhood V0 of the origin and a unique 
vector valued function 0 defined on V0 such that 

(i) ifj is continuously differentiate, 
(ii) 0(0)=0, and 
(iii) h(yl9 ^{yx))=0 for y1 e V0. 

The function $ is continuously differentiable because of the fact that (dh/dyx) (0,0) 
exists continuously. Thus y2 = $(yi) defines a fc-dimensional manifold M in Rn 

such that B2y2 +£2(^1 +J2)=j2 for all points on M. Using the fact that 
det (^h/dy1)\yi=0 is 0, it is easy to check that J^ = det (#/^i)|y i=o is zero. 

When talking about iteration we will read (1.1) as um+1=<f>(um), /w=0,1, 2 , . . . , 
with u° in a neighbourhood of uQ, and (2.6) as yi*1=B1y¥+gi{yi+y2). A similar 
remark holds for (2.7). Now we give, in the next section, the two criteria in the 
form of theorems. 

3. THEOREM 3.1. Given any e>0 satisfying |At| +e< 1, 1= 1, 2 , . . . , k there exists 
a &>0 such that for each y° e V0 with \y°\ < 8, the sequence of iterates {ym} defined 
by (2.5) converges to 0, provided {y2} is obtained implicitly from (2.7) for each m. 

Proof. We can find a constant m* such that \g(y)\ <m*\y\2 for all y in a neigh
bourhood F of the origin. Choose S such that m*8<e/8 and \y2\ = |0O>i)| < I.V1I f° r 

all ye V with | j | <8 . This is possible because $ is continuously differentiable, 
0(O) = Oand/^=O. 

Now for \y°\ < S and y2^=^{yi) we show that for each m 

\y^<K\K\+*T. 
This result is clearly true for m = 1, hence we assume that \yî\< §(|Afc| +e)n. Then 

yVl = M+Si0>?+J>2), 

and hence 

b ï + 1 l < l^ i lbï | + k(jî+jS)l 
< |^lbï|+m*(bïl+^|)2 

< |^i|bïl+4m*bï|2 

<(|Afc|+,/2)S(|Afc|+e)-+4m*82(|Afc|+^ 
<K\K\+*)n+\ 

where we have used the fact that |#i|<|Afc|+e/2 and that (|Afc-t-e)2n<(|A/c|+e)n, 
where the norm \Bx\9 of -#=(£»,) is defined by |i?i| =2u=i |%|- Thus by induction 
the result is true for any positive integer m. Consequently the sequence {y™} ap
proaches zero as m->co. Since ^ is continuous the sequences {*/*(yi)} and {y2} 
also approach zero as m ->oo. 
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THEOREM 3.2. There exists a S>0 and a neighbourhood of the origin 
Bô(0)={yeRn:\y\<8} such that for any initial vector y°eBô(0\ y° $ M, the 
sequence {yk} of iterates defined by (2.5) does not converge to 0; in fact yk <fc M and 
|j2 + 1 | > |yï\for each k. 

Proof. The àti{dgjdy)\yss0 is zero and /^=0, so given e>0 we can choose a 
S>0 such that 

\g(y)-g(z)\ < *\y-z\ 

and 

l^ ( j i ) -^ i ) l < Hj i -Zi l 

whenever \y\<B and |z|<8. Let èm+1=y%+1-*lj(y1ï). Then 

(2.8) f*+1 = 5 2 ^ + g 2 W + j J ) ^ W + 1 ) . 

Now consider the identity 

(2.9) o = Bé(y?)+g2( yl+KyV) - 0M) 

(since A(J? ,0 ( J? ) )=O) . 

Subtracting (2.9) from (2.8) we get 

f» + i = B2^+g2(y^+y^^g2(y
m + i/j(y^)) + ^(y^^i/;(y^ + 1), 

-^W+^^+^W)-^?^)} 
+ (#2 W + J?) -£*(>>? + <ZO?)) 
+P(j%)-f*(j%+1)Hg2(j%+y5) 
-g2(y?+<Ky?))+*Ky?)-<Kyr1)}-

We note that I ^ W + j ^ - ^ W + ' A W ) ) ! <« |fm|. In view of the nature of the 
elements of B2B2 we obtain the following estimate: 

(|£m+1|)2> j j W ^ - f t y , * ) 
>(|fn+l)2-i3(y)e), 

where £t is the zth component of the vector £m and fi is a real number depending on 
y and e. Since y can be made as small as we please by a suitable choice of the matrix 
P and e is arbitrary, we can make p as small as we please. Consequently £m + V 0 
whenever ^ ^ 0 . Therefore if we do not choose the initial approximation on the 
manifold no subsequent approximation will lie on the manifold. 

It is easy to verify, by considering y2
 + 1*y2

 +1, that \y2
 +1| > | y2 | for all m for 

which \ym\ remains small. The proof of the theorem is complete. 
4. In the notation of Ostrowski [2] the solid angle L is given by 

L = {yeRn:\yk+1\+-.-+\yn\ > |y±\ + . . . +\yk\). 
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This is indeed the case if y $ m. 
The following example was considered by Ostrowski : 

* = (*/2)[l-(*2+j2)] 

y = (j/2)[3+(x2+^)]. 

Here u0 is (0,0) and 

which has one of the eigenvalues greater than unity. The manifold m is the line 
j>=0. If the initial approximation (x°9 y°) is in a suitable neighbourhood, say 
V={(x, y):x2+y2< 1}, and is such that y°=09 then implicit iteration is automatic
ally built in. Thus the conditions of the Theorem 3.1 are satisfied and the iteration 
converges. 

REMARK. It may be noted, as was pointed out by the referee, that Theorems 
3.1 and 3.2, together with the preliminary results, go through with slight modifica
tions under the weaker assumption on/(x), namely that \f(x)\<m \x\1+v, where 
rj>0. 
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